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Overview

n What is natural capital?
n Why is your bank interested in it?
n How can you manage it?
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What is natural capital?
n Stocks of environmental assets (e.g. soils, water, biodiversity) 

that yield flows of benefits that are of value to the economy and 
society (e.g. nutrition, watershed protection, cultural value)
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Source: Natural Capital Coalition (2016) Natural Capital Protocol
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A different way of thinking
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Why do banks care?

5 Source: Adapted from Natural Capital Coalition (2018) Connecting Finance and Natural Capital: A Supplement to the Natural Capital Protocol



Natural Capital Declaration

n Launched at 2012 ‘Rio+20’ Earth Summit
– Signed by 40+ leading financial institutions
– Commitment to incorporate natural capital in 

financial products by 2020
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From natural capital to credit risk
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“the risk of an economic loss from the 
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contractual obligations”
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Quotation: Mengze & Wei (2015), p. 159.



Natural capital risk assessment
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Example: rainwater availability
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Risk factors
•Quantity
•Timing
•Reliability
•Pasture water use 
efficiency

Indicators
•Pasture growing 
season mm/ha

•Variability index
•Total annual kg 
DM/ha/100mm

Data sources
•BoM
•Producer records
•ASKBILL
•Long-term climatic 
projections

Track indicators
Model interactions
Benchmark performance

Historical trend Real-time          Short-term forecasts Long-term risk risk assessment



Example: soil quality
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Risk factors
•Acidity
•Salinity
•Soil organic 
carbon

•Erosion
•Run-off

Indicators
•% area pH <5.5
•% area high 
salinity

•Average SOC
•% area ground 
cover <70%

Data sources
•Producer records
•Soil mapping data 
(ASRIS)

•Satellite data

Track indicators
Model interactions
Benchmark performance

Historical trend Real-time          Short-term forecasts Long-term risk risk assessment



Benefits
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Lenders
Lower risk, better return
Insight on systemic risks

Increased allocation and/or 
lower cost of capital for 
sustainable agriculture

Producers
Improved management of 

natural capital
Lower risk, better return 

Increased access to and/or 
lower cost of capital

Social licence

Environment
Reduced impacts

Maintained or increased 
natural capital

Sustained support of 
economy and society



Conclusions
n Possible to assess most natural capital risks using a 

combination of public data and producer records
– Not an exact science! Impacts and dependencies are 

complex, multi-dimensional and interconnected
– Can only learn by doing

n ASKBILL could be an effective platform for managing 
natural capital risk and collating data
– Already covers rainfall, soil, ground cover, temperature, 

some pests/diseases
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Thank you!

n Questions?
n Further information

– francisco.ascui@gmail.com
n Cojoianu & Ascui (2018) Journal of Sustainable Finance and Investment (wheat framework)
n Ascui & Cojoianu (2019) Business Strategy and the Environment (beef framework)
n Ascui & Cojoianu (2019) Natural Capital Credit Risk Assessment in Agricultural Lending: An 

Approach Based on the Natural Capital Protocol. Oxford: Natural Capital Finance Alliance.
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